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Abstract
Forming perceptual groups and individuating objects in
visual scenes is an essential step towards visual intelli-
gence. This ability is thought to arise in the brain from
computations implemented by bottom-up, horizontal, and
top-down connections between neurons. However, the
relative contributions of these connections to perceptual
grouping are poorly understood. We address this ques-
tion by systematically evaluating neural network architec-
tures featuring combinations of these connections on two
synthetic visual tasks, which stress low-level “gestalt” vs.
high-level object cues for perceptual grouping. We show
that increasing the difficulty of either task strains learn-
ing for networks that rely solely on bottom-up processing.
Horizontal connections resolve this limitation on tasks
with gestalt cues by supporting incremental spatial prop-
agation of activities, whereas top-down connections res-
cue learning on tasks featuring object cues by propagat-
ing coarse predictions about the position of the target ob-
ject. Our findings disassociate the computational roles
of bottom-up, horizontal and top-down connectivity, and
demonstrate how a model featuring all of these interac-
tions can more flexibly learn to form perceptual groups.
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Comment to reviewers
This work is currently under submission at NeurIPS. We orig-
inally prepared a version of this work for CCN that included
figures and methods/results sections. But we received advice
from the NeurIPS chair that because CCN submissions have
DOIs they violate the NeurIPS dual submission policy. We
didn’t want to jeopardize our NeurIPS submission, so we have
instead submitted this abstract. We hope that the reviewers
will still consider this work for a talk despite its brevity.
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